
The Digital Cultural Revolution and The Rainbow Guard

Every new power structure in its reconfiguration ought to face a radical cultural change.
It is literally a cultivation that is no longer prolific having being planted over and over
with the same old grain and need to be plowed and maneuver and planted with a new
type  of  cultivation  so  as  to  be  prolific  again.  This  is  particularly  so  under  a  new
technological paradigm. We live just a few decades apart from the start of this new
digital paradigm and it is more than predictable that a change must have occurred.

The change in fact is occurring, promoted by those who have been born fully under an
age of  social  media and smart  phones,  an age obsessed with profiling one self  and
getting appreciated for the way one looks, the way one brand his or her or themselves.
It is my opinion that because of the nature of this new media of mass communication,
the  young  users  have  to  push  forward  a  sort  of  cult  of  personality,  sharing  a
representation  of  themselves  that  has  some  resemblance  with  the  sort  of  cult  of
personality of certain dictators undertaking certain activities like helping farmers with
harvesting or swimming across a river and so forth.

In this respect these digital born youth ought to also set up a particular image of them,
one that suit the nature of the digital media, one that is appealing to it. Each and every
digital born inclined to pursue such digital cult of personality has to undertake a sort of
propaganda of agitation within its very circle of followers who may also be in turn also
small  dictators-like figures undertaking their  own propaganda in order to keep their
social media status.

Generally  speaking  then,  the  main  difference  between  the  former  media  of  mass
communication  and  the  present  one  is  that  in  the  former  only  few  were  able  to
undertake a personality cult and have a group of fanatic followers while today these are
many and can be at the same time the perpetrators of the cult as well as the followers
of other cults. This is however a nuance which is not relevant as it can occur in many
different scenarios and especially in a more or less sincere way.

I think that what is mostly important to reflect on is whether the cultural revolution that
is  actually  occurring  as  I  write,  is  in  fact  a  revolution  that  enables  new  form  of
sustainable cultivations or it is a revolution that relies on a power apparatus and thus a
sort  of  a  monoculture  which will  exploit  the land under  some sort  of  a  centralized
leadership,  with its  hierarchy and agenda.  I  am here not judging the content of the
revolution, I am only pondering its outcome based on also historical events in which a
cultural revolution did in fact occur.

Most importantly, from an anarchist perspective, it is important for me to underline the



necessity not to replace a sickening state apparatus, a cultural system much bound to
certain canons, with a new apparatus. I understand that this is indeed the tendency; the
replacement of old cultural canons with new canons. Right here is my point. Yes canons
have been imposed on us under a specific agenda and in a more or less implicit manner
the rise of a grass root type of culture has been oppressed from the start.

The digital media has offered the great opportunity for everyone to cultivate their own
field,  to  manifest  their  selves  but  soon  this  opportunity  was  seized  by  the  grand
capitalist “hacienderos” and like sheep people around the globe have subscribed to it,
they have being pursued to act as the dead soul serfs of a new machine which in fact
relies on the very human nature of the users, exploiting it until it is well than dry.

In  fact  I  fear  that  while  there  is  much  discussing  on  an  old  surpassed  type  of
emancipations we ought to worry about being able to emancipate ourselves from the
new frameworks the capitalist evolution of digital media has placed ourselves into. We
could more or less agree that a cultural revolution is occurring, the white old man is
being gradually replaced by more or less fanatic guards resembling mobs of protestant
iconoclasts but more than them resembling the Chinese Red guards inspired by Mao
Zedong's deification.  

Today  there  is  not  really  any  deification  of  one  person  leading  mobs  to  a  cultural
revolution.  As  I  said  the  cult  of  personality  involves  the  very  guards  who  have
undergone serious challenges in attempting to represent themselves in the first place
digitally, in all their non-binary and gender altering connotations. There is an aspiration
to set up a new image of a new rainbow god that is the sum of all these personality
cults. It is a vague image, it is clear in not being clear, in not being defined as the very
digital media enhances, it is relative as the very digital medium dictates.

Digital  media  itself  has  turned  the  old  culture  much  redundant  and  this  is  the
transformation that ought to happen. My point however is to reflect on the possibility
for a new sort of semi-religious and semi-fanatic and semi-academic and semi-scientific
but  above all  political  apparatus  to emerge out  of  this  revolution.  We are  certainly
experiencing at least and only for now at the cultural level, a power shuffle and the
actual  branding  of  the capitalist  establishment  has  almost  immediately  mimic  these
shuffling.

Speaking with old words this all revolution takes more and more the connotation of a
middle class, or the sons and daughters of the wealthy wanting to dress up under a
different code more in line with the new medium that so much become an extension of
themselves.  The  leftist  Italian  filmmaker  Pierpaolo  Pasolini  had  an  identical  thought



about the student upraise of the the 1960s an upraise that followed at least a whole
decade of fanatic terror. Now what I am trying to think about is whether the fact that
there is a state apparatus with its educational system and institutions is a precondition
of a so drastic a change which so rapidly set out to build a new type of state apparatus
with its new institutions. 

In other words can it be that the problem a priori is that there is an apparatus that
channels our lives and that this is most unnatural especially for the too constrained lives
of our youth? Can't this youth consider not replacing it with a new apparatus but just let
it  loose or how can this youth even think that  life on earth without an institutional
establishment is possible? The conclusion I am here hinting at is that perhaps the youth
setting out to revolt against a too cemented and unnatural apparatus have no idea that
it  is  possible  a  life  without  it;  they  rush  to  propose  another  one  which  within  a
generation or two will also require a violent revolution to turn upside down.

My critic here is plain and simple. Youth is trained to be educated yet this education is
highly mainstream and focuses more or less implicitly to make the pupils into the new
generation  of  clerks  of  a  state.  More  or  less  implicitly  then  the  state  sets  out  an
educational agenda that it's taylore to guarantee its future existence. Now we cannot
expect the youth to come out of this vicious circle of reprosing a new states with new
yokes and new victims unless a counter kind of education is established by which the
possibility for this youth to create autonomous and self-governed communities can be
established and ought to be established in order to by pass all the destructiveness that
any state organization can bring forward.

It  is  important  here to clarify that  states  can be certainly  good apparatus  especially
when they are  small  and  can work  closer  to its  people.  The problem allows occurs
however in the way these smaller form of governaces get sucked up into bigger political
organizations.  Now  these  organizations  sooner  or  later  will  come  to  clash  with
neighbouring big organizations and the result is that they ought to gether more and
more power turning slowly into empires no matter how democratic its origianl values
were.

This  is  an inevitable process which only a  different education then the one brought
forward by the state itself can advocate. Now all this digital cultural revolution would be
a great way of manifesting freedom and tollerance if it wasn't that it operates on the
academic and legislative level thus only feeding the state apparatus, making it bigger,
turning these new ideas as some kindo of new ideals of the religion of a new empire to
come, the western empire that will necessarily have to constitute itself to confront the
empire of the east.



As there was nothing wrong with the values brought forward by Christianity, and has
there  is  absolutel  nothing  worng  with  the  fresh  and  much  needed  values  brought
forward by our youth, the issue the main criticism is that this cultural revolution lacks in
culture  in  that  it  cannot  recognize  how it  is  increasing  power rather  than  trying  to
eliminate it all together.

As  liberterians  this  in  fact  should  be our  objective,  to  be free  to  live  and  manifest
ourselves without any guilliotine, without any yoke the new formulation of laws, no
matter how good they are have placced on our necks. As long as there will be a state
oriented  educations  generating  more  and  more  clerks  this  is  uanvoidable  and  the
process that will bring us on the path of creating unvoluntary a more powerful state
apparatus which in no time can switch into an empire is already in place.

Simply speaking, it does not matter with what goodness we fill  these apparatus, the
bigger we make it the more one day it can use its capacity to do evil. The culture I am
thus  advocating  for  is  then  a  counter  culture,  a  culture  of  self-governance  and
autonomy, a culture teaching not to rely on the state but to begin to lay out smaller and
more human alternatives to it, to develop pools where everyone is truly equal without
the sort of hierarchies of colours the rainbow revolution is unavertedly imposing. 


